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Abstract 

Semiempirical PM6 quantum mechanical method was used to investigate the changes in the electronic and physical 

parameters of graphene before and after interaction with calcium oxide (CaO). Calculations were conducted the optimized 

structures with graphene interacting with two CaO molecules forming G/CaO nanocomposite once through the O atom then 

through the Ca atom, in the form of adsorb and complex states. Results indicated the deformation of graphene structure upon 

interaction with CaO but the resulting G/CaO is more thermally stable than graphene itself. The studied G/CaO composites 

were also found to be more reactive than graphene in regard to their higher calculated total dipole moments. The calculated 

thermal parameters further confirmed the thermal stability of G/CaO composites.  
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1. Introduction 

Carbon-based materials are widely used in many 

applications owing to their low cost, high surface 

area-to-volume ratio, high electrical conductivity, 

and high thermal stability [1-2]. They could be used 

in charge storage electrodes by means of physical 

adsorption, which renders high power density and 

long cycle life rather than battery-grade materials 

[3]. Functionalized carbon-based materials could be 

achieved with the help of metal oxides. Since the 

discovery of graphene by Novoselov et al. (2004), it 

became a hot topic of research owing to its unique 

properties [4]. Graphene is simply described as a 

type of new material consisting of carbon atoms 

with sp2 hybridization and a flat lattice 

configuration with distances of approximately 0.142 

nm between the carbon atoms as described earlier 

[5-6]. G as a nanomaterial has a high surface area 

and a zero band-gap energy, allowing it to act as 

sensor. Its unique properties such as a specific 

surface area of 2.6 x 103 m2/g, high-speed electron 

mobility of 2.0 x 105 cm2/Vs at room temperature, 

and heat conductivity of 5300 W/mK, enhance its 

ability to act as chemical sensor [7-9]. It was 

reported that metal oxide is a suitable material for 

improving the sensing properties of G [10]. The 

presence of a metal oxide together with graphene in 

the form of a nanocomposite to be applied as 

electrochemical sensors or biosensors has been 

reported [11-13]. The presence of metal oxides with 

graphene also has some advantages, such as causing 

structural changes that provide improvements in the 
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lattice symmetry and cell parameters, and 

facilitating the construction of a 3D conductive 

porous network for improving the charge transfer 

pathway and electrical properties. Finally, metal 

oxides could induce changes in the surface 

properties that influence the chemical activity and 

conductivity of materials [13-14]. Another 

important application for graphene/metal oxides is 

also reported as storage materials, since they are 

considered as redox-active and have been utilized as 

efficient energy-storage electrodes [15-16]. Earth 

alkali metal oxides such as CaO have high 

abundance, low cost and high solubility in acids, 

allowing it as a catalyst material to be separated 

relatively easily from the carbon product [17]. The 

effects of chemical composition and physico-

chemical properties of graphene grown over earth 

alkali metal oxides were studied [18]. In this regard, 

molecular modeling is a very useful tool that helps 

in effectively monitoring the changes in graphene 

under the influence of metal oxide. Molecular 

modeling provides physical, chemical and 

biological data for systems and molecules in 

different conditions covering all molecular sciences 

[19-22]. For graphene quantum dots, molecular 

modeling was used to investigate the electronic 

properties, structural parameters, HOMO/LUMO 

orbitals and Density of states DOS [24-26]. For 

other carbon nanomaterials, molecular modeling 

can also investigate surface properties through 

studying and mapping the molecular electrostatic 

potential. Such computational methods can explore 

the electronic properties of graphene composites in 

order to functionalize its applications, and to assess 

their potential electronic, biological and 

environmental applications as reported previously 

[27-28]. PM6 is a class of semiempirical models 

that gives appropriate computational accuracy 

within appropriate computation time. This paves the 

way toward the application of such models for 

graphene enhanced with metal oxide to follow up 

the changes in the charge and subsequently the total 

dipole moment (TDM). Several studies have 

already cited the various applications as well as the 

experimental characterization of graphene 

nanocomposites such as the medical application of 

graphene/hydroxyapatite nanocomposites [29], 

production of graphene oxide-based calcium 

carbonate/chitosan nanocomposites [30], and the 

different methods of preparation of graphene and its 

derivatives, and the production of different 

graphene-based inorganic nanocomposites used in 

numerous applications like biosensors, and 

electrochemical and gas sensors, supercapacitors, 

water purification and drug delivery [31]. Several 

computational studies have also been conducted to 

study the properties of graphene such as 

semiempirical PM6 and DFT computational 

modeling of the adsorption of various molecules on 

the surface of graphene [32], semiempirical PM6 

and DFT modeling of the interaction of bisphenol A 

with graphene and graphene oxide in adsorb state 

[33], and studying the adsorption/release of various 

pharmaceuticals on graphene and its derivatives 

using different quantum mechanical methods and 

molecular dynamics simulations [34]. However, 

based on our literature survey, there was no 

molecular modeling study conducted to 

comprehensively study the physical, electronic and 

thermal properties of G/CaO nanocomposites. 

Therefore, this work is conducted to study G/CaO 

nanocomposites using semiempirical PM6 method. 

Some properties including ionization potential, 

charge distribution, TDM and thermal parameters 

were calculated. 

2. Calculation Details 

The studied models were calculated with 

SCIGRESS software [35] at Molecular Modeling 

and Spectroscopy Unit, Spectroscopy Department, 

National Research Centre, Egypt. Each structure 

was optimized to semiempirical level at PM6 [36] 

method to calculate the charge distribution and 

TDM. Second derivative was also calculated for the 

studied structures to ensure that each structure 

corresponding to energy minima as its infrared 

spectrum is positive. Then thermal parameters were 

calculated using the same level of PM6. All the 

parameters were calculated with CaO interacting 

with graphene once through O and once through Ca, 

in the form of both adsorb and complex states. 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1.  Building model molecules  

An important step before carrying out the 

calculations is to describe how to build the studied 

model molecules. Graphene model is indicated as a 

strip of 46 carbon atoms. Two metal oxide 

molecules were proposed to interact with two 

carbon atoms close to each other as one bond 

between these carbon atoms was broken as 
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indicated in figure 1. The metal oxide was supposed 

to interact once through the O atom and once 

through the metal's atom itself. Assuming that the 

interaction scheme is either physical (adsorb) or 

chemical (complex), then we have five models 

based on these assumptions; namely, graphene (G); 

G/2CaO as complex state (G/2CaOcomp); G/2CaO as 

adsorb state (G/2CaOads); G/2OCa as complex state 

(G/2OCacomp) and G/2CaO as adsorb state 

(G/2OCaads). The model molecules are 

demonstrated in figures 1 and 2 respectively.  

 

  
a- b- 

Fig. 1. The studied model molecule of graphene which consists 

of 46 carbon atoms as indicated in (a), the labeled atoms 
indicated one of the C=C bond is broken to form C-C then 2CaO 

are interacted with graphene through these two atoms as 

indicated in (b). 
 

  

a-                    b- 

        
 

c-               d- 

Fig. 2. The studied four model molecules for graphene which 
were interacted as complex and adsorb state with 2CaO once 

through O then through Ca to form a- G/2CaOcomp, b- 

G/2OCacomp, c- G/2CaOads and d- G/2OCaads 

 

3.2. Calculated Physical Parameters 

Table 1 presents the PM6 calculated molecular 

weight, final heat of formation in Kcal, ionization 

potential in eV, and molecular point group for 

G/2CaOcomp and G/2OCacomp, and G/2CaOads and 

G/2OCaads. The molecular weight of graphene was 

570.6482, while after the interaction with CaO it 

increased to 686.8386, regardless of the type of 

interaction (adsorb or complex), and regardless of 

the molecule through which the interaction took 

place (O or Ca). Molecular point group was D3h 

corresponding to graphene and then changed to C1 

after interaction with CaO, regardless of the type of 

interaction. The change in the molecular point 

group indicates that the graphene sheet used as a 

model molecule loses its symmetry a little bit as a 

result of forming a composite with CaO. As shown 

in figure 2 which demonstrates the optimized 

structure of the four model molecules for G/CaO, it 

is clear that there is some deformation as a result of 

the formation of the composite between graphene 

and CaO. The deformation is clear in all four 

studied model molecules. Consequently, the final 

heat of formation of the four model molecules was 

calculated in order to verify the stability of such 

composites. The final heat of formation is defined 

as the change in the enthalpy of a given structure 

during the formation of 1 mole of this structure 

from its constituent elements, with all the 

substances in their standard states [37]. As a general 

behavior, the final heat of formation is decreased as 

a result of the interaction between graphene and 

CaO. This decrease is much more noticeable with 

the interaction taking place through the Ca atom 

than through the O atom. The decrease in the final 

heat of formation of the studied composites reflects 

that the composites are thermally stable. Correlating 

this result with that of the symmetry, one can 

conclude that the studied composites are deformed, 

yet thermally stable. The calculated ionization 

potential was 6.4559 eV for graphene and remained 

almost unchanged in the adsorb state (6.3403 eV for 

G/CaO and 6.7785 eV for G/2OCa), but then 

increased to 9.9078 eV and 10.9435 eV for 

G/2CaOcomp and G/2OCacomp, respectively. 

The TDM is one of the parameters closely 

related to the reactivity of a given structure. It was 

stated earlier that as the higher the TDM of the 

structure, the more reactive it becomes with its 

surrounding medium [38-39]. The calculated TDM 

was 1.274 Debye for graphene, but then increased 

to 7.346 Debye and 9.271 Debye for G/CaOads and 

G/OCaads, respectively. For G/2CaOcomp and 

G/2OCacomp, the TDM is further increased to 21.569 

Debye and 7.111 Debye, respectively. This is an 

indication for the reactivity of the formed G/CaO 

composites in both adsorb and complex states. 

 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enthalpy
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Table 1. PM6 calculated Molecular weight, Molecular point group, final heat of formation (KCal), Ionization 

potential (eV), total dipole moment (Debye) for G/2CaO and G/2OCa as complex G/2CaO and G/2OCa as adsorb 

state.  

  Adsorb state Complex 

 G G/CaO  G/2OCa  G/2CaO G/2OCa 

Molecular weight 570.6482 686.8386 686.8386 686.8386 686.8386 

Point group D3h C1 C1 C1 C1 

Final heat of formation 265.244  239.927  88.664 114.845  -6533.749  

Ionization potential 6.4559  6.3403 6.7785 9.9078 10.9435 

Total dipole moment 1.274 7.346 9.271 21.569 7.111 

3.3. Calculated Charge Distributions 

Another effect upon graphene as a result of 

composite formation with CaO is investigated by 

studying the charge transfer. Table 2 presents the 

PM6 calculated charge, number of electrons, s-Pop 

and p-Pop for G/2CaOcomp and G/2OCacomp, and 

G/2CaOads and G/2OCaads. As shown in table 2, the 

parameters are corresponding to the two atoms at 

which one bond is broken then two molecules of 

CaO are interacted with graphene through them. 

Regarding graphene, the partial charge on the first 

atom was -0.032417 and the number of electrons 

was 4.0324, distributed as 1.08407 in s-Pop and 

2.94835 in p-Pop. For the other carbon atom, the 

partial charge was 0.032116 and the number of 

electrons was 3.9679, distributed as 1.09544 in s-

Pop and 2.87245 in p-Pop. As far as CaO is 

interacted with graphene in adsorb or complex state, 

this induced that the change in the partial charges 

depends on the change in the distribution of 

electrons. Correlating these data with the data in 

table 1, especially the TDM, indicates that the 

redistribution of electrons partially enhances the 

charge which in turn changes the TDM. Although 

this effect is physical, it still does have an effect on 

the reactivity of the composites being studied which 

is a chemical effect. In order to confirm the stability 

of the studied composites, another confirmation is 

needed. Accordingly, some thermal parameters are 

calculated and listed in table 3. 

 

 

 

Table 2. PM6 calculated charge, number of electrons, s-Pop and p-Pop for G/2CaO and G/2OCa as complex 

G/2CaO and G/2OCa as adsorb state.  

 Charge No. of electrons s-Pop p-Pop 

G -0.032417 4.0324 1.08407 2.94835 

0.032116 3.9679 1.09544 2.87245 

G/2CaOcomp 0.288501 3.7115 1.09353 2.61797 

-0.319519 4.3195 1.09685 3.22267 

G/2OCacomp 0.421020 3.5790 1.07852 2.50046 

0.298984 3.7010 1.10083 2.60018 

G/CaOads 0.144532 3.8555 1.08716 2.76831 

-0.222393 4.2224 1.09136 3.13103 

G/2CaOads 0.394684 3.6053 1.09922 2.50609 

0.363747 3.6363 1.10413 2.53212 
 
 

 

Table 3. PM6 calculated enthalpy )Cal/Mole(, heat capacity (Cal/K/Mol) and  entropy (Cal/K/Mol)  for 

G/2CaOcomp, G/2OCacomp, G/2CaOads and G/2OCaads 

     Enthalpy, Cal/Mole Heat Capacity, Cal/K/Mol Entropy, Cal/K/Mol 

G 18055.747 125.674 172.535 

G/2CaOcomp 23286.922 148.011 223.510 

G/2OCacomp 22718.522 147.372 217.198 

G/2CaOads 23427.971 146.167 240.409 

G/2OCaads 22164.832 147.623 205.963 
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3.4. Calculated Thermal Parameters 

 

Table 3 presents the PM6 calculated enthalpy in 

Cal/Mole, heat capacity in Cal/K/Mol and entropy 

in /K/Mol for G/2CaOcomp, G/2OCacomp, G/2CaOads 

and G/2OCaads. Enthalpy is a convenient state 

function preferred in many measurements in 

chemical, biological, and physical systems at a 

constant pressure. It is the sum of the system's 

internal energy and the product of its pressure and 

volume [40]. Entropy is the number of possible 

configurations of system's components that is 

consistent with the state of the system as a whole 

[41]. Heat capacity is a physical quantity which 

describes how much heat a substance must add to 

raise its temperature by 1 degree Celsius [42]. 

Comparing between the thermal parameters of 

graphene and the proposed composites confirms 

that thermal stability exists for the studied 

composites which is consequently a confirmation 

for the obtained results of the final heat of 

formation. The thermal parameters described in 

table 3 were consistent with the results of the final 

heat of formation. It is clear that the values of 

entropy, enthalpy and heat capacity for the 

composites are higher than those for graphene. This 

confirms that the studied composites are thermally 

stable. 

4. Conclusion 

The composite formation between graphene and 

CaO resulted in deformation of the structure of 

graphene, yet it became thermally stable. The 

calculated TDM values of the studied G/CaO 

composites were higher than that of graphene 

individually, indicating that the studied composites 

are more reactive that graphene itself. Although 

reactivity is a chemical effect, it is still coming from 

the change in the partial charges induced by the 

redistribution of electrons as a result of composite 

formation, concluding that the interaction of CaO 

with graphene caused the charge to be withdrawn 

then partially changed, which in turn changed the 

TDM and enhanced the reactivity of the G/CaO 

composite. Based on the obtained results, the 

present computational work gives an indication for 

the enhancement of the electronic properties of 

graphene as a result of interaction with CaO. 
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